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ABSTRACT

The present study attempts to investi-
gate the significance of the release burst
and the formant transitions in the ;ercep—
tion of Russian voiceless plosives by na—
tive listeners. The method involved delet—
ing of releases in some consonants, it
resulted in worsening recognition of these
sounds — 34% for initial plosives, 60%
and 70% for intervocalic and final plosi—
ves respectively. Thus, it is stated that
release segments carry important informati
ion bearing on the place of articulation
of Russian stops. The results of the stu-
dy are in agreement with those obtained
on the material of English and Hungarian
stops and defy the prevailing significance
of cvetransitions in voiceless plosives
recognition.

INTRODUCTION

Although the history of experimental
studies stimulated by the development of
the (Visible Speech’ Sound Spectrograph
dates back to the 40 ies, it is hardly
possible to say that the distinctive fea-
tures of phonemes are fully investigated.
It is not surprising since the acoustic
features of sounds in fluent speech can

Vary dramatically due to the context, the
Speaker’s peculiarities, the mode of arti—
culation, etc. Besides, the speech signal
is highly redundant and possesses a great
variety of distinctive features.

Quite a number of works have been de—
dicated to the distinctive features of
plosives. It is a stated fact that infor—

mation about the place of articulation of

a stop can be found in the formant tran—
sition of adjacent vowels as well as in

the stop burst. The relative significance

of release and transition in the stop

identification, however, is to be further
investigated.

This problem is relevant for the sys—

tems of automatic speech recognition and

high—quality speech synthesis. Another

important problem concerns the search for

invariant (i.e. independent of a context)

features of the place of articulation/l/
/2/.

USSR

There exist at least four estimates of
the relative significance of the release
and transition cues.

0n the one hand, under the influence
of the studies carried out in Haskins La-
boratories in the 50s on the material of
Synthesized syllables the View of the do-
minant role of the cV—transitions for the
place of articulation identification has
been adopted(The bulk of the results that

became classical can be found in /3/). On
the other hand, there are many indications
that a formant transition might be of a

smaller importance since the crucial infor

mation about the place is in the release.

Such evidence has been obtained in some

early studies of human speech/h—YI. One

can argue that the transition and release

cues are functionally equivalent, the for—

mer may be dominant in one case and the

latter in another/SI. Finally, one can al—

so argue that it is not correct to oppose

transition and release since they may be-

come inseparable in the case of a prevo—

calic position of a plosive/9/. It seems

that all the approaches are sufficiently

grounded(comparative analysis of various

approaches is to be done elsewhere).

Keeping in mind that the results ob-

tained in one language are not necessari-

ly relevant for others and since much of

the available information concerns Eng—

lish consonants we attempted to investi—

gate the problem on the material of the

Russian initial, intervocalic and final

voiceless plosives. The relative signifi—

cance of the transition and release cues

in the perception of the place of articu—

lation is discussed here. The problem is

of particular interest since palatalised

stops are very characteristic of the Rus—

sian language(we could mention only few

articles dealing with the subject/IO—I2/)

METHOD

The model of a voiceless plosive is

used according to which the four segments

can bear information about the place of

articulation of an intervocalic plosive:

I)the segment OT vc- or final transition;
2)the closure;3)the release after an ab—
ruptlclosure breaks;4)the segment of a CV;

or initial transition. The VOT was taken
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for a release end. In a more detailed mo-

del a release is further divided into: a)
a starting 1mpulse;b)frication;c)aspira-
tion(cf./IS/). A certain amount of residu-
al noise may add to the voiced beginnig

of a following vowel/IOI. Since these Pe-
culiarities of the Russian language are
not phonemically relevant they are not
considered here.

To investigate the relative signifi-
cance of the transition and release cues
for prevocalic, intervocalic and postvo—
calic plosives some meaningless successi-
ons or ‘non-words‘ (-nonsense words) of
the C YO 76 —type vere chosen, the conso—
nant beigg the same in the one case (e.g.
‘papap’,‘totot', etc) and different in
the other (e.g. ‘patak‘,'kopot‘, etc).
The vowel has been taken out of the set
(a,o,u,i,e), the second syllable of each
non—word was stressed.

30 non-words were tape recorded by two
male speakers. The instruction to the
figpeakers was to utter the stimuli distin-
ctly‘Ilthout changing the quality of vo—
wels. The interval between the stimuli
was 5 seconds. -

The tape rings were made of the copies
of the original recordings that underwent
segmentation-by means of the low-noise
electronic separator described elsewhere

A release for one of the plosives (init—
ial, central or final) has been deleted
in every non-word by means of the separab
or. The fragments of non-words with a re—
lease deleted were used as test stimuli.
Thus the relative significance of the CV-
transition, VCV—transitions and VC-tran-
iigéons in place identification was stu—

Ihe deletion procedure has been 0 -
rolled aurally and by means of thecogf
cilloscope. The test stimuli have been
recorded on the second tape—recorder.
Bach fragment was recorded three times on
a tape ring. The triads of the identical
stimuli were separated by the pure mono-
tone markers. The presentation rate of
thsgtfst :gimuéi which depended on the

en: an3.8 seconds. the tape speed was about

Non—words with release delete
mixed with undamaged non—wordsdangrzhus
presented to ten listeners (students la—
boratory assistants etc.) without hearing
loss. host of the listeners were experi—
enced in listening to articulatory tests
and synthesized speech patterns. The sig-
nal was fed into the head-phones in a
quiet room. Each listener could adJust
the-golune in his head-phones.

. e nstruction iven to the l
was as follows: 'Yog will hear noisiggggs
of the CVCVC—type, where c is any of the
plosives — /F/,/P’/,/t/,/t’/,/k/,/k'/

Each non—word is repeated 3 times. After

listening to a triad you are to write it

down in ordinary letters (‘papap’ for ex-
ample). If you detect a distorted (dama-

ged) consonant please underline it as

shown below: {patatn or ‘kutuh’, or
‘kaxag’h’

Notice: the soft /k’/ may occur in a
final position that are not typical for

the Russian speech, e.g. petek’ '

The instruction was presented by the
experimenter orally and then its printed

text was distributed among the listeners

The nature of the damage was not reveal-

ed to the listeners~as well as the con-

sonants of a non—word being the same c -

02-63 or different cI¢c2¢c3. Having le-

arned the instruction the listeners began

to listen to the test for a few minutes
and then to listen and fix their Judgem-

ents on special forms. Each listener lit

tened to every test 3 times with a few
days intervals. '

A test consisted of 120 randomized

non-words out of which 30 were not damas-
ed, while 90 contained a stop with a de—
leted release. Thus a test contained in

all 270 undamaged and 90 damaged stops.
There were two non-word lists with dif—
ferent stimuli order, the first list was
ziad gy speaker L, and the second by 5P9'

er .

RESULTS

The results of these tests are con-

fusion matrices. A sample of such a mat-

rix is given in the table below. The
right and wrong Judgements for the /P/9
lt/9/k/ St1EUIi (With release deleted)
preceeding /a/ vowel in the first hear-

ing session (speaker L) are presented in
the table.

Table

perceived

u p t k - p t k - t K ’
21:14 u2172 120
Stuusesu 315 2
3k1342I12242559I

388953518a5282093

The Judgements are summerized for ten
listeners in every matrix. The -_'—5ign
stands for refusal. The left matrix cor'
responds to the initial position of 3
stop, the second and the third - to the
central and the final positions, respec‘
tively.

It can be seen that in two presentat‘
ions of a damaged initial /p/ (non—'0rds

napap’ and ‘patak‘), u out of 20 Jud“
'37“‘“""ten It is necessary to mention that 119’
ers detected damaged stops very DOOP‘

1y, marking the ri
.

_ . ght consonan S and ms—51ng the damaged ones. t
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gements were correct and h were substit-

utions of /k/ for the initial /p/. There
were also 2 refusals.It follows from the

same matrix that the initial /t/ (inflta—
tat’ and ftakap’) was given only 4 cor—
rect Judgements, II,responses were mis—

Judgements for /p/, 1 — for /k/ and the-

re were also two refusals. The numerals

in the bottom row of the first matrix

show the number of Judgements of the /p/,

/t/,/k/ or '-' 4type in all 60 presentat-

ions of the initial voiceless plosives

preceding /a/ (speaker L). There were 38

/p/—Judgements, 8 — /t/, 9 — /k/, 5 — '—';

there were also 20 correct Judgements

(the sum along the main diagonal).The se—

cond and the third matrices are construc—

ted in a similar way. There are 30 tables

of the kind (2 speakers x 5 vowels x 3

presentations).For the sake of brevity

all tables are not presented here.

For getting more reliable results the

data for every Speaker (3 presentations)

were combined. One can further combine

the data for both speakers, data concer-

ning different vowels, etc. to answer the

question — in what way a release deletion

may influence the plosive recognition in

general, when it is independent of the

vowel context and the place of articulat—

ion. Figure I(a,b) shows the maJor result

of the experiment. The graphs show that

the place of articulation of damaged

stops for central plosives is recognized

better than for initial ones and for fi—

nal plosives better than for central ones.

At first, we assumed that greater intelli—

gibility of central and final plosives on

the second syllable being stressed. The

analysis of‘non—words with the first stre—

ssed sylkable revealed a similar tendency

(graph L , fig. I,a). (For-the sake of bre

vity more detailed data of the relative.

significance of transition and release in

stop recognition is omitted here).
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Graphs a and b show the percentage of

correct Judgements as a function of the

position of the damaged plosive. a — data

for the speaker L; b — data for the spea—

ker S. ‘1’ stands for the initial position
of the plosive, ‘C‘ — for its central, and
‘F‘ — for its final position. The absolute
numbers of correct Judgements is plotted

along the ordinate on the left, while the

percentage of these Judgements is to be

found on the right. Curves I, 2, 3 corres-

pond to the first, second and third.list-

ening to the non-words with the stress on

the second syllable. Curve L shows the

analogous results for the non-words with

the first syllable stressed. Horisontai

dash—line corresponds to guessing level.

Thus, the results of the tests show

that in human speech a stop release carri-

es very important information and its de—

letion may result in worsening recogniz-

ability of the place of articulation of

voiceless plosives, especially of the in—

itial ones. In the last case the recogni—

tion doe§)not exceed the guessing level

while the information conveyed

by VC-transition may provide higher recog—

nizability for intervocalic plosives (60%)

and for final plosives (0’705).

DISCUSSION‘

The results of the present study agree

with the results of the other authors.

Thus in /15/ the relative significance of

transition and release in the identificat—

i)It is not quite correct to mention

the guessing level since the listeners
Judgements in this case were not mere

guessig: most of them were Judgements of

/p/—type. The explanation might be that
the release for /p/ is very short and

faint so listeners may misJudge any voi—

celess plosive as /p/ when the release
is absent.
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ion of the place of English voiceless

stops preceding /i/,/a/,/u/ vowels has

been studied. It has been found that the

voiced segment of the initial transition

is neither a sufficient nor necessary cue

for the place identification in the init-

ial position, and it is the release that

accounts for a correct consonant identi—

fication.

Similar conclusions were made for the

Hungarian voiceless stops in VCV—syllab—

lee/16/. The release was Judged to be the

most informative among the segments of

closure, release and transitions due to

/7/, where the distribution of stop cues

has been studied.

A few studies of Russian voiceless

stops have been described in /IO—I2/. It

was found that in the final position of

a stop the release is more important cue

than the transition(the method consisted

in transplanting bursts from one context

into another)/l2/. The significance of

bursts and final transitions in final po-

sitions of stops has been studied in de—

tail in /10/ on the Ova—syllables. It was

shown that in most cases an isolated burst

of final stops was sufficient for the

identification of place. Final transitions

can also carry information about the place

of articulation.

In the article /II/, however, VC-tran—

sitions were not found significant in the

perception of plosives.(A more detaled

comparative analysis is required to exp—

lain the disparity between /II/ and the

present study).
The question remains — which of the

two transitions, CV or V6, is more infor—

mative in the place identification of the

plosives? The results of_the present stu-

dy suggest that VC—transitions is more in-

formative than CV—transitions.similar con—

clusions can be found in /I?/, where the

role of CV- and Vc-transitions in the

place of articulation of English stops

and fricatives in syllables with neutral

/a/ in natural speech was determined.VC—

transitions proved to be more informative

than CV—transitions especially for voice-

less stops: VC—transitions accounted for

92% of their intelligibility whereas CV;
transitions accounted for only 32%. The

corresponding values for voiced plosives

were 92% and 71%. According to the authors
the reason for VG-transitions being more
informative is their better physical mani—
festation- The conclusion has been sub-
stantiated by inverse listening data in
particular.

SUMKARY

The results of the present stud rov
further evidence of the relativi gignigic—
ance of transition and release as percep-
tual cues for Russian voiceless plosives.
The regularities which have been found
may prove useful in developing more effi—.

cient automatic recognition systems and

high—quality Speech synthesis.
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